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Arabic
french
Lingala
Swahili
Kinyarwanda
kirundi

Description

Dreamer-Boy story is based on a true story. 
This story is about the Arabian family from the middle
east in  Sultanate of Oman that moved long years back
in the 1930s in  East of Africa in the Republic of
Rwanda this book tells us how hard was the life before
democratic countries and the surviving of the dark forest,
wild animals and volcanic mountains of African.

From all the mentioned.

He succeeded and became one of the well known Omani
and he was loved by many people around East Africa. He
became a millionaire in the West and East of Africa.

The Question is how did he manage?

Dreamer boy used to speak Six languages. 
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Main Countries Included.
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Sultanate Of Oman
Republic Of Rwanda
Democratic Of Congo
Egypt ,Lebanan & Burundi



Dreamer Boy (Saif Mohamed Al Naamani) was born in 1952 in

a village called Byumba in the Republic of Rwanda. He was born into

a big family  of Mr. Mohamed Said Al Naamani with three sisters and

six brothers. He was the third last in his family. 

His family lived in Byumba since the 1930s . Byumba is a well-

known village that connects  Uganda and Rwanda Road Shipments it

is a busy border(katuna Border) . 
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Dreamer Boy mother was a  businesswoman and her family was the

first Arabic family to live in the village of Byumba in the Republic Of

Rwanda.

She owned a shop in Byumba.  The shop that made a huge history in

the village of Byumba that served a lot of people. People in Byumba

welcome them with a wide heart.Seven years  Later the Dreamer  Boy

started learning from his mother how to run the business. 
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 Every day he goes to the Shop and asks each price for all items. One

day he asked his mother is it ok if I can help to sell with you? The

mother replied no son you're too young for that.Now here is when the

magic started from the young boy. he went out of his mother shop

asked the buyers that were coming to buy at his mothers shop. 

He asked why do you buy a full soap do you need it daily? The buyer

replied son we just buy because everyone  is selling  the full soap.

he replied well now I know.
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He sat in the shop looking at the customers that are buying soaps.

He counted all sold soaps at the end of the day. He told his father and

mother I have to start selling soap.The Father replied  why do you

want to sell soap your mum she selling almost everything in the shop

for this village.Dreamer boy suggested to both of his parents

tomorrow I will start my own business. Father was surprised  of his

son.

Imagine how did he start? When he was eight years old in 1960. He

borrowed his mother a blue long soap in her shop. He took the soap

and put in a big box. He made a small bundle and divided the soap

into pieces. 
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He started selling piece by piece. He did that and started loving the

idea of doing something by his own. He saved his money for around

one year period. Dreamer boy started to think about moving

forward.When he was thinking about how to start his career. His big

brother told him(Nasser Mohamed Al Naamani) lets go to Egypt

after we finish high school you do whatever you want. 

His big brother was a business man him self he stood up with his

family since day one he was very supportive.Dreamer Boy was

taken by his big brother to Egypt to finish his education.He went for

a Law firm education with his big brother and his closes friend

Mr. Ali Salum Al Naamani many people used to call Him Ali Kathi

means Ali the Judge.
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EDUCATION IS
THE WAY TO

LEVEL UP
 



Dreamer boy finished his school in 1968. He went back to Rwanda

after graduation day in Kigali city. When he and his brother arrived at

Kigali national airport his big brother Mr.Nasser Mohamed Al

Naamani said.since we are here before we go drive back to

byumba lets go and visit our Cousin. He decided to visit his Cousin

that lived next to the airport.

They had a chat with their Cousin.Well, his Cousin MR. Humud

Hassan Al Naamani owned a Pepsi  factory in  Kigali. His cousin

started a conversation about how his facing difficulties in his factory.
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His cousin said,"At this time vehicles for shipping small goods from

one place to another are very less".The boy replied" Cousin can I bring

a pick-up and deliver goods from one area to another. Cousin

replied"yes you can. The dreamer boy bought a pick-up  from the

borrowed soap money.He went back to Byumba to ask for permission

from his mother. 

Mum, can I go in the city? "My son yes you can but what about your

father? Mother, please convince him.The mother convinced the boy's

father to let his son go and start his career. After acceptance from

both parents. The boy went to Kigali to his cousin at the Pepsi factory.
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The pickup he bought was without front windshield just imagine

driving all the way from the city to the jungle of the darkness of

Africa in 1969 at that time where few democratic  African countries.

Crossing in the heavy rains forests gorilla and volcanic mountains

at age of 17. It was a very scary place. But he was a very brave boy
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Before starting his journey his friend found him in front of his

mother's shop and asked him can I come and work with you? of

course, you're older than me you would help me on the road.his

friend's name was Mr.Alvis he was born in Rwanda but his parents

were from Oman. 

The boy and his friend started the journey in 1969. They arrived in

the city of Rwanda.That was the first day on duty.
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They started the shipment job by shipping soft drinks from Pepsi factory

to Gisenyi village next to the border of Congo. Dreamer boy asked his

friend lets cross the border lets go and check how congo looks like.

They crossed the border, He really liked the area, He told his friend to look

at this place such a beautiful place they have a lot of minerals. 
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The boy saw the big firms of rice and he was interested  of the area he

wsa like you know what Alvis today we have to talk to the villagers

before we go back to Kigali. The boy was asking the villagers how do they

mill Rice here without machines a round?

The villager replied if someone brings milling machine here it will help all

the villagers. The boy was thinking so far he said: "when the time will

come I will come". I will bring the milling machine here in Goma.
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CLIMB FROM COINS



The boy and his friend went back to the Pepsi factory in Kigali city

to collect their payment from his cousin. They arrived safely in the

Pepsi factory.

Dreamer Boy cousin when he saw him with a car with no

windshield he was shocked and happy and the same time he told

the Dreamer Boy you managed to ship the goods safely today is

payday and tomorrow we have another shipment good job. 
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The boy answered I needed this job. His cousin  brought the cash on

his hands with some coins and handle the money to the dreamer

boy.Dreamer boy was like i am leveling from to transporting goods

you cant take me back to the coins no way I don't take coins. 

His cousin started laughing said ok from today your nickname you

will be called Kinot in English means money paper notes.He went

on with his name as kinot since 1969. In 1970 the boy turned into a

man thinker he was a teenager at that time. 
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He  was asked by the Pepsi factory to go for the second trip to

Gisenyi next to congo. he planned to go back to Goma after

offloading soft drinks in Gisenyi village.

He bought a small rice milling machine to try and see if he will get

people to come for milling rice in Congo village of Goma. and his

plan was to come the same time every day  for people in the

village  to know every day  he will be there  only in the evening

because he doesn't have shelter.
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He placed the machine in the road of Goma. He did the something

like the soap business back in 1960. every day  he offloads the

goods in the morning in Gisenyi he goes for lunch after lunch.

He crosses the border and he stands on the road next to the firms

waiting for the farmers to bring their rice for milling at the road.

The first day he got three farmers they were very happy.
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The farmers told him two hours to three hours is not enough you

have to stay from morning till evening. the second day it became

crowded. when he saw the number became bigger he went back to

Kigali  city to his cousin back then he didn't  have  a phone for

communication. 
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17

CALCULATE WISELY 



Once he arrived at the Pepsi factory he  told his uncle. i will have to

live the factory I can't continue.Cousin aked  you got a better a  job?

The boy replied yes I am trying to make my own business in Congo of

milling rice. Cousin  replied I am proud for you to have a good luck.

The Dreamer Boy  after starting his milling business he decided to stay

in Goma. Since then he never went back in Byuba and   Kigali. He

shifted completely as he wanted to concentrate on his business.He did

that for a six month and then here come all the villagers in Goma

we're very happy with the rice machine.
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He bought the second machine it went on buying the third one he

became well known to all people in that area. Imagine he was only

Eighteen years old.

When he turned nineteen years old he went into Gold mining but

his mind was still with the Rice factory which he couldn't afford at

that time. 
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The business becoming sweet to him selling pure Gold in Congo

Kinshasa then he said to him self all this client's  are traveling from

abroad just to buy gold what about if i travel to them? While he was

selling gold his small business was running smoothly.

Dreamer planned adeal in Egypt that  would make him buy a big

land of his dream in Goma(DRC) . He new Egypt very well you know

that's were he studied. 
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He started his journey to Cairo the city of Egypt here is when trouble

came to him once he reached at the airport imagine the Egypt

international Airport took all the Gold from the Dreamer Boy.

The issue is he never new they had to have documents of selling

Gold. That's when he lost everything he went back to zeroo.

Dreamer Boy never gave up did the same in Lebanon and got sick

verry sick he fainted then they stole all his Gold.
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He was really unlucky with Gold businesses but still he never give up.

Here is when the luck come in when he decides to sell in republic of

China that's when he succeeded and got alot of money of opening up

a rice milling Factory.

He brought a big land in Congo in 1971. He started building the

fencing He ended up building a rice industry which completed in 1972.

The boy never gave up all the struggle he faced he end up having his

dream come true. He decided to marry.He got married in 1972.
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THINK SMALL



He starts up a family got the firstborn in 1973. He lived the life of the

millionaires now let's go back and remember how did he start.

From selling soap to a well-known rice milling industry in Congo.He

made a lot of friends the question is how and what strategy did he

use? 

His strategy was every trip he makes at any time and any day he

picks up random people on the road (police and locals)
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He found a lot of talents people he learned from the old people that

have made mistakes before him. one day he was driving in Goma.

He meet up with one poor acting guy.

He asked him do you need any help food anything the poor guy. He

replied no I would like to buy your car. He was like how much will

you  pay for it. Poor guy responded will exchange with a guaranty

on diamonds and gold. 
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Here we go before in Congo it was very easy to get treasures like

  gold expensive stones and trend in with a veighcle. from the

villagers around the mining areas.

He went into gold mining and diamond business by buying from

the villagers and sell it abroad. Congo was the real big deal to him

that made him alot of  money.
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Dreamer Boy one day he was very happy he said this lands of

Congo there are rich with minerals a lot of things to sell. 

Pirates

Timba

Sugar

Rice

Gold

Diamond

etc....

You name it.

the story goes on he brought his first house in Gisenyi next to the

border (DRC) . And bought a boat and a car.
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Follow your dreams
 



He really enjoyed his struggle but he never forgets his people. He was

there for everyone who needs him. The dreamer boy first wife passed

away he had with her four kids two girls two boys. That really made

him suffer. He really loved his wife it affected him. It took him time to

recover. It made him slow down a little bit his children were with him

congo.

he made a decision to send his kids in Oman to their grandmother a

till everything goes back to normal.
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He was a brave man he hides pain but the bigger daughter saw that

from his father. She knew his  father that his alone he needs a

partner for him to leave the normal life like normal people leave.

his daughter asked his father. If I get you behaved good girl but she

has a daughter will you marry her?

father replied

As long you and your brothers are fine with it, the big daughter

replied  father well that its the only way for you to recover.that's

when she told his father the full story of a lady who lost his husband

and hers one daughter.

See both of you have the same consequence both of you will recover.

That's when the dreamer boy got married the second time in Burundi

in 1990.with his second wife that they had the same history of losing

there love ones
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The dreamer boy got the fifth baby in 1991. He was all most going to

lose him after having a big accident in the road from Dubai to

Oman. The dreamer continued his life this time in 1992. He got his

sixth baby but at that time he was in Oman. 

A time came for him to fly back to Rwanda when he arrived at the

airport he had there is a big war that's soon will start. 
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The war was about tribes about Tutsi and Hutu war genocide which

began in 1990. It was a really bad news for all businesses for all

foreigners and all Rwandans in Rwanda and Burundi and Congo.

The Rwandan genocide took place over a period of 100 days, from

April 6th, 1994 to July 16th, 1994. The two ethnic groups, the Hutus,

and the Tutsis were involved in the mass Genocide.
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May their soul rest in peace



The Hutu extremists attempted to carry out their plan to wipe out the

entire Tutsi population. The catalyst to the violence and murders over

the 100 day period was the shooting down of an airplane on April 6th

of the President Habyarimana, a Hutu. Prior to the plane being shot

down, there had been an ongoing conflict between the Hutu

government and the Rwandan Patriotic Front, called the Rwandan

Civil War. During the 100 day period, as many as 800,000 people

were murdered in Rwanda. This number includes men, women, and

children.
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May their soul rest in peace



which affected Two countries at the same(Rwanda &  Burundi) time

for him he made it by escaping the country. It took him several

days to plan the escape from kisenyi to Goma (DRC) border. The

killing was taking place infrote of each gates & roads. 

He didn't have a choice the only thing he can do is to jump the walls

to cross in the neighborhood atill he arrives at the border. It was not

possible his wife was pregnant but again no choice. 
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He decided to driver at night and see if he can cross the border. 

The tribes war was increasing day by day.

Dreamer Boy new this may be the end of his life with his family.

He start up his car and drove in the road full of blood people with

machetes and guns in the road. His aim was to reach at the border.

Dreamer was very luck at that scary dark night.
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He made it at the Goma Border suprisly the General at the border

was one of his friends he used to drive along with every morning 

 while going at the Rice Factory.once the Dreamer Boy arrived in

Goma Congo he couldn't believe he went straight at the airport. 

No one new that they would survive like that as they say when

your day is not written nothing will happen to you.

Dreamer boys plan is to go back to his country Sultanate of Oman.
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Dreamer Boy after surviving he went back to his country in

Oman in 1993. During the genocide after escaping, he did work as

a taxi driver just to bring food into the house.

He was confused and lost he didn't know when the war will finish

every day he was watching the news all his money was left in

Rwanda. The Republic of Rwanda in July 1994 announced the

genocide has stopped. 
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Sultanate OF Oman
 



The Dreamer boy told his family(wife brother and sisters) he will

have to go back in Rwanda they tried to stop him they couldn't.

He asked his family to stay back. Dreamer Boy made his point all

have invested are in that country. His wife disagreed with him she

asked him if he can go with him back in the Republic of Rwanda. 

Which he went back with his two young boys. 

He went back to Rwanda and drove all the way from Rwanda to

Congo in 1995. Still the country was not safe.
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Imagine what happens after the war the dreamer boy found

everything was stolen in his industry all rice milling machines were

stolen. The dreamer boy decided to start over which he needs to sell

all he owned before the war.

A lot of people really got affected in the country. He had a house

back in his country in Oman and a house in Gisenyi and the in the

industrial land could you imagine he sold everything just to start

over all his brothers and sister did disagree with that decision. 
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The dreamer boy sold everything he owned he started from zero but

this time more difficult because he is a father of 9 children.  He found a

house in Kigali. He rented a house in Kigali city. He bought one water

tanker in 1995. which he changed his business from rice to water

supplying.

 In 1996 he got a newborn which motivated him to work hard again in

his career. After a  year he got a call from the client Novotel hotel. The

call was from the General manager.
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The Manager called to congrats a five-year contract which he needs

to triple the water tanks. Here he goes again  he bought a house in

the city he went back to his life again of being owning his own

house cars and business. 

Every year the business became bigger and bigger. Let's go back for

his back ground of his law firm education.Did he use his certificates?

From his experience he became an adviser, mechanical engineering,

a teacher and a father.Since then he took over all the hotels in the

city and in the villages since 1998. He divided his job with his best

friend. He never kept everything for himself in 1999. 
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Dreamer boy and his friends were living a life, not as friends they

were living like real family share Ramadan and Eid together.

wich the stronger in the country. He asked all Arabs who lived in

Kigali to make their office area and parking area at the same

place. The rented an area in Remera in the city. They made their

own garage started trraining more mechanics.

After they did that their garage became stronger than other

garages in the city.

Which helped them to earn more money.

Together we are strong



He started buying extra lands and house he did well again like 

before. In 2001 he celebrated the newborn.

Business continued like nothing happened.

What did we learn from this?

He never gave up no matter what.

If you will not succeed today you will succeed tomorrow.

The End.

Written by: Salah Saif Al Naamani

IN THE MEMORY OF SAIF MOHAMED AL NAAMANI. (1952 TO 2007)

MAY ALLAH PROTECT HIM AND PUT HIM IN HEAVEN

DREAMER BOY 1960
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T H E  E N D

DESCRIPTION

Dreamer-Boy story is based on a true story. 

This story is about the Arabian family from the middle east in 

 Sultanate of Oman that moved long years back in the 1930s

in  East of Africa in the Republic of Rwanda this book tells us 

how hard was the life before democratic countries and the 

surviving of the dark forest, wild animals and volcanic 

mountains of African.

From all the mentioned.

He succeeded and became one of the well known Omani 

and he was loved by many people around East Africa. He 

became a millionaire in the West and East  of Africa.

The Question is how did he manage?
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